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No matter where they are, hair salons typically provide the same services throughout the world. 
Before travel and worldwide news became easily accessible, each place in the world had its own
style and methods of making an individual look beautiful.  Besides giving a greater understanding of
how many cultures are, understanding the history makes it easier to understand why hair salons
supply the different services.

Egypt's approach to styling hair took on a much different character than salons today.  Men and
women alike had their heads shaved since Egypt was so hot regularly.  It was very rare to see
anyone in the area that had long hair, and thus, it became the more attractive look.  Higher class
folks wore curly hair wigs that were black and styled elaborately for important ceremonies or other
special occasions.  Along with the elegant hair style, they usually included gold hairpins along with
other jewels to hold it in place.

Romans typically copied the Greek culture in terms of style.  This included using curling irons, dying
hair blonde and using a powder throughout that incorporated a gold sparkle look.  Hair styles had
become very lavish before Rome fell.  Creative styles were used, and these frequently called for
frames for the hair to wrap around to hold everything in place.  One of the first forms of professional
barber arrived around this time, usually servicing upper class people on a daily basis to keep them
looking good.

The various hair types and styles in Japan were less stylish at first but became incredibly ornate. 
Womenâ€™s hair until around the 17th century was normally worn loose and long, sometimes using a
minor hair tie or curling.  Even if the piece did not really hold the hair together or have a use, there
were many decorations that women would put in their hair daily.  Japanese women would often tie
part of their hair up, and let select parts of it hang freely to create a more unique look.

Today, there are many different hairstyles all over the world, and salon chairs and salon equipment
have been made to serve nearly any purpose.  Today, a typical hair salon can style hair in any way
that women could possibly want, mastering the intricacies that were once extremely difficult to
produce.  Obtaining and bringing to a salon an image of an Egyptian hairstyle is a good way to have
a little fun and get a classic hairdo at the same time.  Outdated hairstyles are a fantastic way to try
something different, and individuals will often begin to like them again.
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